This study analyzes the writer’s attitude in the speech. The object of the study is Barrack Obama’s speech towards Osama bin Laden’s death. This speech contains clarification towards the death of Osama and involvement of American government concerning the event. To analyze the speech I used qualitative approach with appraisal analysis and propaganda analysis as the instruments to examine the data. Appraisal analysis was used to discover the writer’s attitude concerning the subject matter. The propaganda analysis was employed to reveal the hidden message within the speech. This final project has three problems to be explored; they are: How are the interpersonal meanings realized in the Barrack Obama’s speech towards Osama bin Laden’s death? ; How is the innocent America represented in the text? ; What is the function of this meaning towards American government system? The researcher used qualitative method as the method of investigation in this study. The researcher took the data from the speech’s transcript and compiled some references from several books which were related to the subject matter and searched information on the internet in supporting this study. The data were in the form of chunks and clauses which were related to the topic. In gathering the data, the researcher used these following steps: reading, identifying, inventorying, and analyzing. At first, he identified the data which were related to the topic. Second, he inventoried the identified data into some categories. The last, he analyzes the data to answer the problems. To answer problems number one the analysis used appraisal analysis. Meanwhile the analysis of problem number two required the propaganda analysis based on seven common propaganda devices. The final problem was answered through combining the result from both analysis above and draws a conclusion from it. The result of this investigation shows that the writer has a strong positive feeling towards the event. The innocent of America is represented via the use of glittering generalities. It can be understood that this meaning is represented in the American government’s policy of war against terrorism. Hopefully, after reading this study the reader will develop their own critical thought consider some text are presented by its writer in order to control or influence public’s opinion.